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Introduction
Families for School Attendance (FFSA) was a year-long program facilitated by Child Australia (CA) in
partnership with Bagot Community Council. FFSA aimed to support 12 families living in Bagot
Community, Darwin, to address the deeper issues that have resulted in student school attendance
problems.
Evaluation was built into the FFSA program design from the outset. Data was gathered and analysed
at regular intervals, so that the information could be incorporated into the program at it progressed.
This ‘developmental evaluation’ approach encouraged practice reflection and documentation of new
learning which could be used to improve outcomes for participants, and consolidate practice
learning . To this end, two previous evaluation reports have been provided to CA (June and
September 2014). This report is the final report for the Families for School Attendance Program.
The aims of the evaluation are threefold.
1.
To understand the strengths and challenges of the Families for School Attendance
Program.
2.

To document new learning, and provide ideas for the future.

3.

To understand any changes experienced by Bagot Community families and partner
organisations related to program participation.

In order to meet the evaluation aims, a mixed-methods research approach was used. In-depth
interviews, analysis of program attendance figures, and a partnerships network analysis have been
integrated into this report. The evaluation is however, a primarily qualitative one. This is because
attempts to gather quantitative data (using scaling or ranking type survey questions) proved
unsuccessful in the past. Evaluation participants preferred to talk about their experiences rather
than be surveyed. The weakness of this data is that change cannot be represented in numbers or
percentages. We cannot determine ‘how much’ change has or has not occurred. The strength of
the qualitative data is in a deep understanding of what has been occurring for people involved in the
program, what changes they have perceived, and what this means for them.
The evaluation has been undertaken by The Research Centre for Health and Wellbeing at Charles
Darwin University. The evaluation framework was developed in consultation with Child Australia
(NT) and Bagot Community Council. The evaluation received ethics approval from the Human
Research Ethics Committee of Charles Darwin University and the Northern Territory Department of
Education.
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Evaluation Summary
Key Numbers






14 families from Bagot Community participated in the FFSA program in 2014.
Four schools were involved with the FFSA program (Ludmilla School, Darwin Middle School,
Darwin High School, Nightcliff Middle School).
FFSA staff worked with 11 other partner organisations (government and non-government)
Two Child Australia Staff were employed by the FFSA program (one Non-Indigenous female,
one Indigenous male)
Two other Child Australia staff (Outside School Hours Care Centre workers) worked
alongside the FFSA program staff and due to the nature of the Bagot Community work, their
work often overlapped.

The report findings in summary:
Program strengths

Strong relationships with stakeholders





Bagot Community Council.
Participant families
Schools
Community and government partner organisations

Responsive and practical service provision
Development of context-specific strategies
Program challenges

Community issues
Systemic and intergenerational problems
School issues
Service provision challenges

Changes observed

Improvement in children’s behaviour
Children are getting to school
Increased motivation for change
Increased opportunities for children and families

Ideas generated

Back-to-school celebrations and rewards
A new men’s group
A ‘whole of community’ collective approach to service provision.
Employment specific projects
A Bagot Community-based school program
A Bagot Community Day Care Centre
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Data used in this evaluation report
Data for this evaluation was gathered at two points in time, August and December 2014. The August
data was included in an interim evaluation report so that Child Australia could reflect upon
achievements and challenges and integrate changes while the project was still underway.
Three sets of data were gathered and analysed for the Interim Report (September 2014):





Interviews with the following program stakeholders were completed in August 2014:
o Four Child Australia staff members
o Four representatives from two partner organisations (Bagot Community Council, 1
School)
Network analysis of FFSA program partner organisation linkages, as at July 2014.
Quantitative descriptive analysis of ‘Walking Bus’ attendance figures, completed in
September 2014.

That data has been combined with new data were gathered and analysed in December 2014, which
includes:


Interviews with the following program stakeholders were completed in December 2014.
o Four representatives from four partners organisations (2 schools, 1 service provider,
Bagot Community Council member)
o 13 Bagot community members (including three young mothers, four young men,
and a Bagot Community Council member)
o Two FFSA program participants
o Four Child Australia staff members



Network analysis of FFSA program partner organisation linkages, completed in August and
December 2014.
Quantitative descriptive analysis of ‘Walking Bus’ attendance figures, completed in
December 2014.
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Data Summary Table.
In total, 25 people participated in this evaluation.
The following table provides a summary of the entire data set collected throughout the project.
Data Type

Data gathered from

Number of Participants

Interviews

Partner Organisations

6

(Two schools, Bagot
Community Council, one health
service and one NGO)
Interviews

Bagot Community Members

13

Interviews

Child Australia Staff

4

Interviews

FFSA program participants

2

Social Network Analysis

Child Australia Staff and Partner
Orgs

10 (included in above)

Quantitative - Walking Bus
Figures

Walking Bus attendance
records

NA
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Interviews
This section of the evaluation report provides feedback gained via interviews with FFSA program
stakeholders.

Method
Feedback was gained from participants through the use of face to face, semi-structured interviews
(individual and group) with the evaluator during December 2014. The following broad questions
were discussed:
1. What program-related changes have you observed (positive/negative/other)
2. What have been the main achievements in the program so far?
3. What have been the key challenges?
4. What have you learned through the program so far?
5. What needs to change, if anything?
Interviews were audio-recorded, then transcribed and analysed thematically.

Interview Results
The findings are presented under the headings: Program Strengths, Program Challenges, Changes
and Ideas.

FFSA Program Strengths
The major strength of the FFSA program was in the area of relationship building, which involved
good communication and the development of trust. Other areas of program strength included the
provision of practical and responsive services, and the development of a range of innovative and
context specific strategies.
The development of strong relationships, good communication and trust
Evaluation participants viewed good relationships as the cornerstone of a successful communitybased program. The establishment of strong communication networks and the building of trust
between Child Australia, Bagot Community members and partner organisations has been a major
achievement of the FFSA program. The following table provides a summary of the types of
relationships developed, and their meaning to various stakeholders.
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Relationships Summary Table
Stakeholder Group

Key ideas expressed about
Relationships Communication &
Trust

Example of feedback from
participants

Bagot Community
Members

CA are respected and trusted within
Bagot Community.

“When they're here on the community,
they are part of our staff and we have
to look after our staff… because they're
here continuously every day and
they're doing all the right things for a
lot of our kids.”

The OSHC building is recognised as a
friendly, safe place, were people feel
able to drop in and talk.
Continuity of staff is important.
Children and
Young People at
Bagot Community

Partner
Organisations
(government,
NGO’s, community
groups and
schools)

Children feel safe at the OSHC
building.
Children and young people see CA
staff as advocates in terms of some
school issues.

(Bagot Council Representative)
“I try asking my little six year old, “are
you being teased? … Is there someone
being mean to you?”, but he doesn’t
hardly talk to me. But if it’s Kali or
Kellie or someone from the OSHC, he’ll
tell them, he will let them know.”

Children appear happy together
when they are at the OSHC building.

(Bagot Community Member)

Partner Schools have good
relationships with CA staff.

“We were trying to organise with one
of the parents to come and have a
meeting with the principal. The Child
Australia people helped, so that
worked out really well…. It was really
great having that kind of ‘on the
ground’ person at Bagot. It’s just
good.”

Under the new NT Department of
Education ‘global funding’ regime,
Schools will be more dependent
upon programs such as FFSA to
provide student welfare support.

(School Partner organisation 1)
FFSA program
participants

CA staff members are respected by
program participants.
They are seen as ‘kind’ and
‘understanding’.

“I met Kellie through my two
grandchildren. I think she's a nice lady,
she's been helping me a lot and making
me feel good, telling me what's
happening with my grandchildren and I
feel she's a good lady.”
(FFSA program participant)
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Practical and Responsive Assistance
Program participants advised that they had received practical assistance from the FFSA staff.
Examples of assistance included help with cleaning the home, making appointments, accessing
transport, liaising with other service providers, assisting families with management of pets, and
working with young people on pre-employment skills.
Partner organisations also discussed the important role FFSA staff played in providing practical
support for families with school attendance issues. For one school partner organisation, this
involved supporting families at school meetings, and at times supporting children in the classroom.
The following example demonstrates the nature of this work.
“

Practice Example: Supporting a child at school

“We’ve been having some trouble with one particular child and his attendance and
behaviour at school.
So there’s Kellie [FFSA worker] for instance, we had a meeting with the family to talk
about coming to school and so forth. Kellie came to that meeting and she was trying to
support the family around what could we do, around getting that child to come to
school.
He did come, and Kellie came to the school to sit with him in class to try and support
him.”
(School Partner Organisation)

The Development of Context-Specific Practice Strategies
The ability to be responsive to each family’s needs required the development of a very flexible and
creative case management style. The following strategies were developed to engage and work with
families at Bagot Community.







Creating a safe, happy and welcoming space for children and their families at the Bagot
Outside School Hours Care building (OSHC).
Providing small, informal get-togethers with food and drinks to engage with the broader
community in discussion and planning.
Starting case management with goals that families see as important, no matter how small or
large.
Breaking down the work with families into ‘one at a time’ goals.
Taking an ‘outreach’ approach to family meetings – going out to where family members are,
and being flexible and creative with times and locations of meetings.
Providing consistent positive messages about education and employment.
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FFSA Program Challenges
Evaluation participants discussed a range of challenges for the FFSA program. These can be
categorised into four areas: community, systemic, school, and service delivery challenges.

Summary of program Challenges.
1. Community

Complexity of family and social issues
Seasonal changes
Boredom

2. Systemic

Service co-ordination issues
Accountability issues

3. School

Bullying
Once children are ‘behind’ it is difficult to catch up
Large schools can be ‘overwhelming’

4. FFSA Service delivery

Informality
Difficulty of engaging young men

1. Community Issues
Complexity of family and social issues at Bagot Community
The following issues were raised in discussions about program challenges with evaluation
participants.







Overcrowding in houses
Funeral attendance obligations
Alcohol and other drugs
Families do not always prioritise school attendance over other options
Intergenerational unemployment – few role models in some families
Lack of motivation to engage with work and school by some community members.
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Complex family issues - Partner Organisation View
“Unless the parents are getting those skills of parenting - of how best to get their
child ready for school - it’s not going to happen…. When you see the number of
people living in one house and you think, now how is this student going to do it?
And you think, well she’s trying to come to school and be a student and then she has
to go home and face all of that dysfunction.”
(School partner organisation)

Seasonal changes
CA workers and partner organisations all noted that school attendance ‘dropped off’ in term four.
This coincides with the start of the very hot and humid ‘build-up’ weather system. Evaluation
participants also advised that the motivation of many Bagot Community residents also lagged during
this time period, as attendance numbers at community meetings also dwindled and difficulties arose
in attempts to organise activities.
Seasonal issues - FFSA Workers View
“I think what we’ve learnt is that, I think we already knew that the community is
always in peaks and troughs, and there’s always ebbs and flows, but I think part of,
it’s very much what I’ve picked up is our engagement with the community was much
better Term 1, 2 and 3, and that’s the same with the children. So community
members and the children’s school attendance, all of those things look much better
earlier on in the year. ……..And then it just fizzles really heavily. Probably mid-October
we stopped really having meaningful engagement with people. We would try to
continue work but it’s been like pulling hens teeth, it’s been really difficult to get
people motivated”.
(FFSA Worker)

Many young people are ‘bored’
Almost all evaluation participants pointed out that many young people (teenagers in particular) were
‘bored’ at Bagot Community. If young people were not engaged in school or work, then they spent
many hours just ‘hanging around’. Some participants felt that young people lacked the confidence
or finances to explore recreational or other options outside Bagot community. Boredom often
resulted in participation in risky behaviour.
For young mothers too, there were limited options for engagement in activities outside Bagot
Community when they did not have access to dependable and appropriate childcare.
11

Boredom – Bagot Community Member’s View
“It is boring here. It is really boring. This year there were lots of children born, lots
of babies and we don’t have anywhere to go, like for child care. Outside, you know,
they have child care. But here, we really need some…….. We don’t have assistance.
All of us, most of us, are single mothers. We help each other, most of us, and we
hang out, but then there’s like nothing else to do. That’s all we do. There’s nothing
else to do.”
(Bagot Community Member)

2. Systemic Issues with Service Provision
Lack of service co-ordination within Bagot Community.
There was a sense of frustration about the lack of coordination between the different organisations
providing services to Bagot Community. Many evaluation participants believed that there needed
to be greater consultation and planning between Bagot Council and the large number of government
and non-government organisations involved with the community. Some community members
advised that their wishes for specific programs had been ignored, and other, less relevant services
had been provided as these met organisational needs rather than the community’s. This frustration
can be seen in the following comment from a Bagot community member.

Service Co-ordination issues – A Bagot Community Members View.
How do we get the media center happening, how do we build relationships with XXX to
get computers on? Actually getting WiFi connected, so the young kids can have access to
computers to do homework, how do we create a partnership with XXX and YYY, …… how
do we get that happening?”
(Bagot Community Member)
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Accountability
There was a similar sense of frustration expressed by Bagot Community members, FFSA staff and
some partner organisations, about a perceived ‘lack of accountability’ around service provision in
Bagot Community. Throughout the evaluation interviews, there were comments expressing concern
about services and programs the community was meant to be receiving, but that were not
happening, or not going as planned. There was a perception that some organisations received
money to deliver programs in Bagot, but did not fully provide the services. The following quote
expresses this concern:

Accountability Issues – A FFSA workers view
“It’s can seem like everybody is able to just relieve themselves of
accountability within our service provision sector, by saying, ‘well you know
there’s bigger problems, and Bagot’s got bigger problems’. Bagot does have
bigger problems, but maybe the problems wouldn’t be so huge if everyone was
accountable for their work.”
(FFSA worker)

3. School-Specific Challenges
Bullying in Schools
Parents reported they were often unsure what was happening to their children at school, and were
not sure how to handle issues of bullying when they occurred. When children did report bullying to
their parents, parents advised they did not always feel confident to approach the school. Instead of
tackling the issues with schools, some parents allowed their children to remain home and avoid the
situation altogether.

Some children are “so far behind with the curriculum”
School-based evaluation participants advised that when children missed significant amounts of
school in the early years, they were likely to have difficulty catching up if they attended later on. By
grade two and three children are likely to feel embarrassed about being ‘behind’ in their work and
may prefer to avoid school when they can. In the middle school years, teachers might not be aware
of students’ literacy and numeracy needs as students may not have the confidence to let teachers
know they are struggling. All of these situations can lead to a desire not to attend school, and
therefore avoid difficult and embarrassing scenarios.
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Large schools can be overwhelming
One school partner organisation believed that as students moved from smaller primary schools into
large (sometimes over 1000 students) middle or high schools, they can experience a decrease in
social confidence as they become overwhelmed by new structures, people and rules. This can result
in students not wanting to attend, and parents not knowing how to support their children to do so.
School-Specific Challenges – A Bagot Community Member View
“Us mob as parents, we don’t know what our kids feel when we send them to school.
And the scariest is probably the high school and the middle school”
(Bagot Community Member)

4. FFSA Program-Delivery Challenges
Informality
As discussed in the ‘Program Strengths’ section, there has been a need to develop a flexible program
style that meets the situations presented within Bagot Community. While such flexibility has it
strengths, it can sometimes be difficult in terms of communication with other program partners.
Both school partner organisations that participated in this evaluation advised that they would like a
more regular meeting schedule with FFSA staff to discuss how the partners are working together and
form strategies for working with specific children or families together. School Two suggested that
twice a term (week 4 and week 9 ) would be a good schedule for such meetings.

Informality and Flexibility – A School Partner’s View
“Generally the things that happen are quite informal. If we talk about a need they
always seem to be able to address whatever the problem is but it’s usually “oh this
has happened” and so someone will jump in and say “yeah but, we can sort that out,
we’ll fix that.” …….I think it’s really difficult to plan it out with that particular cohort
because you never know what’s actually going to come up.”
(School partner organisation)

The other issue with FFSA program flexibility and informality is participant record keeping. While 14
families engaged with the program, there appears to have been little formal case planning or ‘case
note’ style documentation of each family’s activities with the FFSA program. This situation has
arisen for a number of reasons. The definition of ‘family’ has been difficult within the context of
14

Bagot Community, where there are often multiple relationships between people and family
boundaries overlap and blur. Working with a ‘family’ may blur into working with a ‘household’ or
perhaps a whole sub-section of a community in some cases, which is difficult for workers to
document and keep track of. Sometimes the student who is the focus of the FFSA program may
move between families, and sometimes one family may be looking after many children at particular
times. In one case, documented in Appendix B, work with what other services viewed as one family
quickly became work with four different, but related families.
Because participation in the program is voluntary, some families engaged only for short times, for
specific reasons or task, and wished for confidentiality around their issues, hence little information
about each family was documented. Developing stronger record keeping procedures that fit the
FFSA program requirements may also provide the basis of systematic program evaluation.
Appendix A, B and C provide three accounts of the complex nature of the work undertaken with six
different families, across three different households engaged in the FFSA program.

Engagement with young men
Bagot Community members and Child Australia workers who participated in this evaluation advised
that long term, positive change in Bagot Community required the ongoing meaningful input of men.
While some men were involved with the FFSA program, it was primarily women who were the main
participants. Multiple attempts were made to engage young men and fathers; however it was
generally very difficult. The employment of a male Indigenous program worker was considered very
important for encouraging the participation of men; even so, it has been difficult to bring men into
the program. Some Bagot Community members who participated in this evaluation suggested that
the male program worker take on a more ‘outreach’ approach and become further involved with
activities in the community in order to establish stronger male networks.
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Changes for those involved in FFSA.
Community members who participated in this evaluation believed that they were seeing progress in
terms of children and families becoming more ‘school ready’. This progress was slow in most cases,
however community members and program participant’s believed steady changes were occurring.
There were no figures to confirm increases in school attendance, and both school partner
organisations who were interviewed advised that there was no measurable increase in school
attendance attributable to the FFSA program, however they advised that the FFSA program was
working steadily in laying the groundwork with families for such changes to occur.

‘I’ve seen progress’ – FFSA Program Participants’ View
I've seen a lot of progress with children at Bagot, it’s good, and the OSHC [outside
school hours care] program. I've seen a lot of things have been going well for the
kids. Those ladies [CA staff], they’ve been doing the job really good.”
(FFSA program participant)

Summary of Observed Changes
Improvement in young children’s social
behaviour

More respectful of each other and adults

Getting to school

Walking bus –parents getting involved

Dreaming about the future

Students getting to school themselves
Community motivation for change

Aiming high & sharing ideas

Increased Opportunities

For children
For adults

Changes in young children’s social behavior
A growing respectfulness
There was acknowledgement among Bagot Community members and CA staff, that young children
engaged with the CA programs (of which FFSA is one) at Bagot Community were behaving in ‘more
respectful’ ways than they had previously. More respectful communication was being observed
between children and between children and adults. Children up to the ages of 10 or 11 were noted
as having experienced “dramatic change” in their ability “to be able to sit and have a conversation
16

with you and to be engaged”. It was also pointed out (by CA staff and Bagot Community members)
that children’s “use of language has changed” - becoming more positive and more able to express
themselves in a range of different ways.
Dreaming about the future
Child Australia staff, one School partner organisation, and two Bagot Community members discussed
the new way in which children had begun thinking and talking about the idea of “different futures”.
The repeated messages provided by FFSA and other CA staff and families about the importance of
school for their future careers, were viewed as effective by these participants. Children were openly
having discussions about career options, and what they would be when they were older. It was felt
that they had new aspirations, and the ability to articulate this whereas in the past they were less
likely to do so.
‘Some real success stories’: School Partner Organisations’ View
“We’re talking about a child who last year attended like 23%. Not just at our school though,
across the board - and his attendance this year would be up in the 80%… So there are some
real success stories.
It took a bit of a push, but he’s starting to come and I’ve seen that in the last term he’s been
coming nearly every day. And he’s a lovely boy…..There’s a real change.
So it’s one of those situations where there’s not just one thing, it’s a combination of things
that are happening that certainly makes things easier for the kids.”
(School partner organisation).

Getting to school
Walking Bus
As demonstrated in the ‘Walking Bus’ section of this evaluation report (page 29), some school
students (an average of 10) have taken up the option of walking to school together each morning as
part of a Child Australia Walking Bus program. The Walking Bus program has been running for over
18 months and has become well known in the community. Over the final term of the year (often
the most difficult term for attendance at school) two Child Australia workers noted that some
“parents have been walking them and it's really interesting to see, because they'll be shooing the kids
out and then you see them go ,’Oh I’ll come for a walk with you’”. This was viewed as a very
positive step for some families.
Getting to School - FFSA Program Participants’ View
“The moral is, it's alright if we don’t have motor car, we don’t have transport, I've got
transport here, all us parents got to get our kids to school”
(FFSA Program Participant)
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Some students are getting themselves to school.
A school partner organisation pointed out that they had observed some students, in the later
primary years, were quite independently getting themselves to school. The participant explains this
positive change in the quote below.
Getting to School – A School Partner Organisation’s View
“The kids get up early; they just walk themselves to school…. I do the breakfast club at
school so I’m here pretty early and I see kids here … And there’s quite a few riding bikes
at the moment…. a lot of those kids are getting themselves to school, which is good”.
(School partner organisation)

School Partner Organisation 1 advised they had currently only one Bagot Community student who
was participating in the FFSA program, and this student’s attendance was helped by their
participation in FFSA. School Partner Organisation 2, had approximately 20 students from Bagot
Community enrolled (approximate because numbers changed over the time of the program as some
students moved in or out of Bagot Community). School 2 reported that the attendance of these
students was too ‘up and down’ (often due to students moving in and out of the area for periods of
time) to measure any overall change in Bagot students attendance over the life of the FFSA program.
However school 2 reported some ‘success stories’ with particular students attendance which
signalled positive change. The following quote provides an example of one particular success story.

Attending to ‘other needs’ - A School Partners View
“There are some kids who are certainly success stories this year around their attendance.
XXX for instance. Now he used to have really poor attendance and he’s an at-risk child
academically. We assume that he has some other issues and in the past it has been very,
very difficult for us to ascertain what those needs are because when you have poor
attendance along with those sorts of things, is it attendance? Is it something else?
Whereas this year overall he’s attended much more regularly and now we’re in a situation
where we can start to progress other things…
(School Partner Organisation)

Motivated People
Aiming High
There were a range of highly motivated people in Bagot Community and in partner organisations
who wanted to see change and had many ideas for the future. These ideas have been presented in
18

the ‘Ideas for the Future’ section of this report. Community members’ strengthening relationship
with Child Australia staff can be demonstrated by participants’ willingness to share and work on
these ideas together. Most importantly, there is a strong, growing desire to aim high with the
children of Bagot Community.

Aiming High – A Bagot Community Members’ View
“It's expected for us Indigenous mob not to get the highly qualified jobs. We need to be
pushing the kids into being engineers rather than ‘here get the white card and go and
work on construction’. No, I want the kids to be the boss of that company and telling
everyone how to do it. But our expectation is so low that we're thinking our kids are not
going to get there like those other kids. Now that needs to stop somewhere and it has
to stop, starting from the grass roots level. And we need to give that opportunity to
kids”
(Bagot Community member)

Opportunities are being created
For children
School partner organisations noted that the FFSA program played an important role in linking
children in Bagot community to a range of opportunities and experiences they may not readily have
access to otherwise. Examples included encouraging and facilitating students to participate in
educational, sports and cultural events and activities, as well as participating in the broader Darwin
community as young cultural ambassadors. The following example from one school partner
organisation demonstrates this idea.
Creating Opportunities – a School Partner Organisations’ View
“Some of the Bagot kids have had an opportunity recently to be involved in the opening of
conferences and stuff like that. Kelly[CA worker] has basically driven that and picked kids
up and taken them and done things we wouldn’t be able to at the school. They did
dancing, and welcome to country ceremonies……. And she would work in conjunction
with DCF [Department of Children and Families] too, so she’d get permission from them,
because we’ve got a couple of kids at the moment that are in care so she’s sort of been a
bit of a ‘go-between’ if you like around that.”
(School partner organisation)
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For adults
The FFSA program aimed to work with whole families to address school attendance issues. For some
families this work has resulted in opportunities to engage with FFSA staff on pre-employment issues
and gaining work experience with Child Australia where available. Child Australia has a strong ethic
of employing people directly from Bagot Community wherever possible and to date has employed
five Bagot Community Residents. This employment strategy is viewed favourably by community
members as it places high value on local expertise and knowledge, and provides strong role
modelling to young children.
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Ideas for the future.
During the evaluation interviews participants provided suggestions for improving the current FFSA
program with additional, but closely related activities. There were also multiple suggestions for
new, related programs and more ‘big picture’ strategies for Bagot Community. These ideas have
been documented for future reference and are categorised into FFSA program ideas, and ‘other
ideas’.

FFSA program ideas
Back to School Celebrations
Hosting a ‘back to school’ celebration at the beginning of each school term was an idea posed by one
community member that provoked a lot of positive interest from other community members. A
celebration might be based at Bagot Community and/or local schools and could involve food and fun
activities as well as opportunities for meeting teachers, families, distribution of information about
local schools and their programs and activities, extra-curricular sports, arts and recreational
activities, OSCH programs and other relevant community organizations and services.
Establishing a new men’s group
There was discussion about a current men’s group organised by another NGO at Bagot Community,
but participants in this evaluation were unsure if or when it was running. There were suggestions
that a current CA staff member (a male) would be very good at running such a group.
Suggestions for such a group included:



Focusing on parenting for young men.
Having some physical activities (perhaps physical training of some kind) to encourage
healthy eating and lifestyles.

Other Ideas
A ‘whole of community’ collective approach to service provision in Bagot Community
Bagot Community members and CA staff who participated in this evaluation overwhelmingly agreed
that there was a need for a coordinated, collective approach to the provision of all services provided
to and within Bagot Community. The problems faced by many people in Bagot Community were
viewed as complex, intergenerational and multifaceted, therefore requiring coordinated, long term
approaches to address them. The following quotes highlight the frustration and concern with the
current lack of service accountability and coordination.
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Coordinated, Collective Service Approach – Community Member and FFSA worker’s views
“I think our work this year will be more about advocating for stronger Police responses, really
advocating for the domestic violence services to get back into that community, because they
can sit back and say ‘ people need to come to us’, but people also need to understand what
domestic violence looks like before they realise they’ve got that in their lives. So I think we’ll
be making a much more stronger case with all the DV services, all the AOD services, and
actually having strategic conversations with them about, we have these deeper problems,
They’re all saying alcohol is the symptom of a greater problem. That might be the case,
however the alcohol escalates the greater bigger problem, and we end up with people dead.”
(FFSA worker)

“We need to know who the people are that are getting funding for this community, make a
list …. Maybe we need to make some sort of community-group made up of OSHC workers and
community residents to start pushing for things like that. The community doesn’t always get
feedback to what's going on.”
(Bagot Community Member).

Employment specific projects
Evaluation participants all agreed that it was very important for adults in the community to be
engaged in meaningful training or employment. However, participants had differing views about
employment and training being focused on finding jobs for people within Bagot Community, or
finding work outside the community. Others discussed the benefits of finding a ‘halfway’ point
between community-based jobs and external jobs. Motivation of community members, particularly
young men, for employment was also raised a difficult issues by some evaluation participants.
Job-readiness programs, including workplace culture and expectations training, as well as
motivational training were considered to be very important by many community member
participants as well as by FFSA staff. A key aspect of pre-employment training was literacy and
numeracy up-skilling. As one FFSA staff member advised in the following quote.

Job-Readiness Training – A FFSA Workers View
“There needs to be some bigger investment in getting people job ready, literacy and
numeracy…people that I talked to don’t want to go to another class to do literacy and
numeracy with people, especially other white people they don’t know, because they feel
ashamed. But they'll sit here with me and Kali and Gary and get us to fill out a million
forms, because they trust us. And that’s fine, but we haven't got the capacity to teach them
how to read and write properly, we can do the basics.”
(FFSA worker)
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Bagot Community-Based School Program
Two Bagot Community Members and the FFSA staff raised the idea of a Bagot Community-based
school program. This is because many students from Bagot are behind in the school curriculum, so
by the time they get to middle school (grade seven), they are likely to disengage and not complete
their education. The following quote from a FFSA worker describes the idea .
A community-based school program - CA workers view.
“If we got Bagot students from Nightcliff Middle, Darwin Middle and Darwin High all
enrolled together in the one school…… then those kids could come here instead of there,
two or three days a week. A teacher would come here, work with them all at their own
level, which we could assist with within our own roles, maybe an hour in the morning
helping kids read. And then the other couple of days a week the expectation is that they
will go to school and participate in normal school activities, but those other three days a
week they'd be here at Bagot having a very intensive, very tailored program to try and
engage kids”.
(FFSA worker)

A Day-care Centre in Bagot
An idea popular with every female Bagot Community Member who participated in the evaluation,
was that of a child care centre located in Bagot Community. Evaluation participants noted that
while childcare was available in the broader community there were problems related to cost, waiting
lists, location and their being few other Indigenous children in the childcare centre. The following
quotes provide insight into why a community based childcare centre is wanted, and some ideas for
how it might work.
Child Care Ideas – Community Members and Partner Organisation Views
“It’d be really good because most of us here, we all grew up together and our kids are all sort of
like one. We keep an eye on our kids. But that would be good if we had child care, because then
we can all come and just hang out at the one place. …. When I was young I was working. Ever
since I was 16 years old I used to work. Work, work, work, never stop working, but when I had kids
it was different. And now, to work I need childcare. That’ll be really good.”
(Bagot Community Member)
“You could very creatively and entrepreneurially create a very good childcare/daycare program
that people would want to send their kids to, because it's being run by a reputable organisation
and it's an Indigenous based program. So you would be able to fill it, but it would have to have a
certain percentage of the spaced allocated to Bagot kids. It could also be part of a training, work
experience, job-skill program for adults at Bagot.”
(Partner Organisation Participant)
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Summarizing the Interview Results
The evaluation interviews have provided the views of 25 people representing Bagot Community
Members, partner organisations, program staff and program participants. The interview data
demonstrates that the FFSA program has been valued by all stakeholders, and its strengths lie in the
strong relationships and context-specific practice approaches that have been developed.
Program challenges are linked with those of Bagot Community more broadly, as well as the need to
develop some robust program participation information and communication systems that will better
enable program workers, partners and participants to coordinate and evaluate the work done with
individuals and families.
The evaluation participants highlighted positive change in the social behaviour of children attending
CA programs at the Bagot OSHC, progress in some children’s school attendance, a slowing growing
motivation for change being observed in the community, and an increase in opportunities for
students to engage in broader community activities facilitated by CA workers.
A range of ideas for future work in Bagot Community were generated by evaluation participants. In
particular, Bagot Community members where forthcoming with ideas, indicating a strong
relationship with Child Australia and a commitment to continue to work with the organisation.
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Network Analysis
Network analysis is a method for understanding the connections between ‘actors’ of different kinds.
In this case, the ‘actors’ are Child Australia staff and the organisations involved in the day to day
work of the FFSA program. The aim of this network analysis was to gain an understanding of the
linkages between people and organisations that formed the working network of the FFSA program at
two points in time (1 August and 5 December 2014). This information helps us to determine the
size, and connectedness of the FFSA network; any observe any changes in the working relationships
that underpin the program.

Method
The information was collected via interviews with Child Australia staff and the Chairperson of Bagot
Community Council. Beginning with the FFSA program coordinator, participants were asked to
identify which organisations (and people within them) they interacted with in the FFSA work.
A line between a person (red dot) and an organisation (blue dot) means that there is a working
relationship between them. Line thickness relates to the number of people within the organisation
that the CA worker is in contact with. The thicker the line, the more people they are linked to at that
partner organisation. The maximum number of people any CA worker is linked to in any one
organisation is 5 and the minimum is 1.

The following abbreviations have been used for organisations:

A
BC
BHC
BWG
CA
DCC
DCF
DH
DMS
DPM
F
FaFT
LN
LS
NMS
STC

Amity
Bagot Council
Bagot Health Clinic
Bagot Women’s Group
Child Australia
Darwin City Council
Department of Children and Families
Darwin High
Darwin Middle School
Department of Prime Minister and Cabinet
FACSIA
Families as First Teachers
Larakia Nation
Ludmilla School
Nightcliff Middle School
Save the Children
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Network Analysis Results
Connections between Child Australia staff (involved in FFSA) and partner organisations.
The following two diagrams (figures 1 and 2) show the links between CA staff involved with the FFSA
program and the network of partner organisations who are engaged in some way with the FFSA
program. Figure 1 shows the connections as at August 2014 and Figure 2 shows the connections
four months later.

Figure 1. Connections between CA staff involved in the FFSA program (red dots) and partner organisations
involved in the FFSA program (blue dots) at August 2014.
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Figure 2. Networks between FFSA program workers (red dots) and organisations involved in the FFSA
program (blue dots) at December 2014.
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Summary of Network Changes
FFSA network measure

August

December

Difference

Number of partner organisations in the network

12

15

+3

Average number of connections each organisation/person
has in the network
Average number of CA staff connections to other
organisations in the network

4

5

+1

5

8

+3

BC (8)

BC (6)

na

8

6

-2

Most ‘connected to’ partner organisation
Number of FFSA associated staff

Comparing the two network diagrams (figure 1 and 2) we can see that there has been an increase of
three new partner organisations’ brought into the network over the four month period. On average
a CA worker associated with the program has increased their connections with partner organisation
by three. This is likely to be an effect of having both an increase in partner organisations, and a
decrease in CA workers involved in FFSA over the four month period.
The network diagrams also demonstrate that some partner organisations have become more
strongly connected into the FFSA network over the four month measurement period. For example,
DH (Darwin High) was connected by one person in August, and this increased to three by December.
Similarly DCF (NT Department of Children and Families) was connected to three FFSA workers in
August, but has five connections in December. This indicates more communication and a stronger
structure upon which the program is based.
As described earlier, a link between a person and an organisation may sometimes consist of multiple
relationships. The thicker the line the more people the CA worker is in contact with at the
organisation that is linked to them. We can see that there are many such ‘multiple contacts’ (thicker
lines) with organisations. It is also quite clear that CA workers (particularly Kellie and Kali) have very
strong, numerous links to Bagot Council (BC), Save the Children (STC), Ludmilla School (LS) and Bagot
Health Clinic (BHC). As such, these organisations are likely to be the most involved in the FFSA
program.
The network analysis provides a good overview of the complexity of the work undertaken in the
FFSA program, and the multiple working relationships with a wide range of stakeholders that are
involved in this work.
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The Walking Bus Data
The Walking Bus program is a Child Australia initiative that involves CA staff collecting Ludmilla
School students from Bagot Community on school mornings, and walking with them to Ludmilla
School in time for them to access the school breakfast and uniform program if required.
Attendance figures for the Walking Bus program have been used to gain a numeric understanding of
school attendance associated with CA programs.
The Walking Bus figures do not provide any information about Bagot Community school students
who attend different schools, or those who travel to school using different modes of transport. Both
Child Australia and Ludmilla School confirm that most children from Bagot Community get to school
via this program. There were 26 different students listed on the Walking Bus attendance sheets over
the 2014 year. However, not all 26 students live at Bagot Community all the time. Students often
travel with family to different locations for cultural and other reasons.

Method
Walking bus data was supplied by Child Australia in the form of scanned copies of attendance
records. The evaluator transferred that data into term by term spread sheets and calculated
averages across days of the week and across terms. The following tables represent four terms of
attendance figures. Figures for the final weeks of term four were not available at the time of
writing.

Walking Bus Results

Walking Bus Program attendance figures term 1
Week Number

Mon

Tues

Wed

Thurs

Fri

Average

Week 1

8

13

16

11

9

11.4

week 2

13

8

12

11

8

10.4

Week 3

13

14

12

16

11

13.2

Week 4

16

15

17

15

14

15.4

Week 5

9

7

10

8

11

9

Week 6

15

14

10

12

13

12.8

Week 7

16

17

17

18

15

16.6

Week 8

11

9

10

9

7

9.2

Week 9

15

16

14

15

12

14.4

Week 10

10

13

15

11

12

12.2

averages

13

13

13

13

11

12
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Walking Bus Program attendance figures term 2
Week Number
Week 1
week 2
Week 3
Week 4
Week 5
Week 6
Week 7
Week 8
Week 9
Week 10

Mon

Tues

Wed

16
Mayday
12
16
11
15
QB
11

11
4
11
6
8
10
10
13
11
10

7
6
10
14
9
9
6
13
11
14

12

9

10

13
Easter

averages

Thurs

Fri

Averages

10 Good Fri
6 ANZAC
13
8
10
11
10
11
7
8
7
5
8
9
10
7
6
5
9

10
5
12
10
10
10
8
12
10
9

8

10

Walking Bus Program attendance figures term 3
Week Number

Mon

Week 1
week 2

Tues

Wed

Thurs

Fri

Averages

Show
9 Day
8
11

8
7

8
9

7
9

Week 3
Week 4
Week 5
Week 6
Week 7
Week 8
Week 9
Week 10

9
2
16
13
8
closed
no data

10
7
5
11
11
closed
no data
no data

10
10
20
8
8
closed
no data
no data

7
12
15
8
8
closed
no data
no data

10
12
15
10
9
10
no data
no data

averages

9

9

10

10

11

Picnic
Day

8
9
9
10
11
11
10
9
na
na
10
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Walking Bus Program attendance figures term 4
Week Number

Mon

Tues

Wed

Thurs

Fri

Averages

Week 1
week 2
Week 3
Week 4
Week 5
Week 6
Week 7
Week 8
Week 9

9
7
No data
4
No data
5
5
5
5

11
5
9
13
7
6
3
6
3

12
7
11
7
11
3
8
4
6

13
9
7
5
7
2
6
3
5

No data
7
No data
4
1
5
4
4
4

11
7
9
7
6.5
4
5
4
5

Week 10

No data

No data

No data

No data

No
school

na

averages

6

7

8

7

4

6.5

Walking Bus Program Attendance Term Averages
Term Number Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Average
one
two
three
four

13
12
9
6

13
9
9
7

13
10
10
8

13
9
10
7

11
8
11
4

12
10
10
6.5

Average

10

10

10

10

9

10

Summarizing the Walking Bus Results







Across all terms, an average of 10 children are involved in the Walking Bus program each
school day.
Friday’s are the least well attended days.
Attendance declined over each of the school terms, with term one being the most well
attended, and term four being the least well attended.
Term one average attendance is 12 children, and term four average attendance is 6.5
children, this represents an almost 50% drop in Walking Bus attendance from term one to
term four.
These results are consistent with the patterns described in the interview analysis (i.e. the
seasonal fluctuations in attendance, and dropping motivation over the year).
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Evaluation Summary & Recommendations.
The FFSA program worked with 14 families over 2014, assisting them to address the deeper issues
that impact school attendance. In this way, FFSA surpassed its primary aim of assisting 12 families.
As the stories of these families demonstrate (see appendices A, B and C), the work is complex,
sometimes fragmented and difficult to ‘measure’ as participants relocate, families change shape,
and a variety of schools and services become involved and/or disengage. This evaluation has
sought to understand the work of FFSA program from the viewpoint of 25 people representing a
range of stakeholders.
To summarize the findings in this report, we return to the evaluation aims, which were 1.
To understand the strengths and challenges of the Families for School Attendance
Program.
2.
To document new learning, and provide ideas for the future.
3.
To understand any changes experienced by Bagot Community families and partner
organisations related to program participation.
The FFSA program strengths lay in the strong relationship networks, and context-specific practice
approaches that have been developed through working in Bagot Community; this has formed a solid
foundation of knowledge, experience and networks required for future work.
Program challenges were entwined with those of Bagot Community more broadly (poverty, social
exclusion, intergenerational unemployment, alcohol and other drug issues, and family violence), as
well as the need to develop more robust program participation information and communication
systems. This would better enable program workers, partners and participants to coordinate and
evaluate the work done with families.
A range of ideas for future work in Bagot Community were generated. In particular, Bagot
Community members provided some exciting ideas to improve school attendance and increase
employment into the future. This willingness to contribute and discuss ideas is indicative of the
strong relationship with Child Australia and a desire to continue working together into the future.
The evaluation highlights positive change in the behaviour of children attending Child Australia
programs at Bagot Outside School Hours Care centre, as well as progress in some children’s school
attendance. A slowly-growing motivation for change has been observed by community members in
Bagot community and importantly a strong network of family, community, school and service
provision partners has been formed.
A key learning from the FFSA program is that the ‘deeper issues’ impacting school attendance
require multi-level change; systemic, community, family and individual change. While the evaluation
findings have demonstrated that FFSA has been viewed as useful, there was a strong sense that the
real community change work was only just beginning.
The strongest message to come through the evaluation is the need for a whole-of-community
approach to service provision at Bagot Community in order to inspire and facilitate change at
multiple levels. The need for a well-planned, long-term (five or more years) holistic, well-co32

ordinated, fully accountable community development program was articulated by almost every
evaluation participants. Such a program could encompass the inter-related areas of health,
education and employment. In summary then, if the FFSA program continued into the future there
are three key recommendations:





The development of robust program participation information, and partner organisation
communication systems.
Feasibility study, planning and implementation of the ideas generated and documented in
the ‘Ideas for the Future’ section of this report, with a particular focus on the following
recommendation;
The further development of a whole-of-community, cross-sectoral approach to service
planning and provision at Bagot Community.
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Appendix A:
Working with Mary* and her Children.
FFSA workers became involved with Mary in early 2014. Mary has two children, both aged under 10
years of age. Mary has a partner who has a history of being violent with Mary. FFSA involvement
occurred because of school attendance issues with Mary’s children. CA workers Kelly and Kali tell
the story of their involvement with Mary’s family over the past year:
Kali went to Mary’s house in the morning [to pick up the kids for the Walking Bus] and
Mary’s mother told her that Mary’s kids weren’t going to school and that she was annoyed
with Mary because she was drunk and had a meeting scheduled for that day with DCF [Child
Protection]. Mary’s mother asked for our help.
Mary and her two children had been monitored by DCF over about six weeks. A number of
complaints had gone to DCF about antisocial behaviour at Mary’s house, mainly around
drinking. So we met with Mary and she was supposed to be going to a meeting with DCF to
discuss safety planning for the children, but she was intoxicated. We tried to change the
meeting time, but DCF ended up coming out to the house because they were on the verge of
removing the kids.
So at that point we intervened and said, “Look, this is what we can do. Is there any way we
can work with Mary to stave off the removal?” We wanted Mary to have a chance to turn
things around with the kids, and the kids wanted to be with their mother and family. So we
agreed on a safety plan with DCF that we implemented with Mary and with the help of
Marys’ mum and extended family.
After discussions with Mary, we referred her to the health clinic for a health check-up for her
and the kids, and we also referred her to the child psychologist up at the clinic. We did that
twice, the referral to the clinic, to the psych, and we tried three times to get Mary up there
for a health check. She was very unwell as a result of drinking for a long period of time and
not eating well or taking care of herself. She didn’t want to do those things, so we referred
her to CAAPS [service to help with alcohol issues]. And she failed to attend that meeting, so
we referred again. She failed to attend that meeting, even with our assistance. She just
didn’t turn up on those days.
Then we had some minor successes, we’d had some conversations with some AOD services
about some strategies that we could help Mary with. She had moved some people out of her
house, and there was a massive issue with the lack of cleanliness in the house. So the
house got somewhat cleaned. We provided Mary with a whole basketful of cleaning
products. We took her shopping for them. We showed her the things that she needed to use
to clean her house. We went through all those practical things.
In the end we knew that all the referrals, they were dead ends, Mary wasn’t attending. We
knew that it was going to need to be forced from some other direction. And I don’t know
that it’s our place to do that [as a voluntary program].
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We were really clear that DCF had said “these are priorities that need to be addressed”. We
explained to Mary the process and the consequences of not doing what DCF wanted, that it
potentially would mean they could remove the children. We were also clear that she would
have to make those changes. I don’t know that she ever really fully understood the gravity of
the situation that she was in. I don’t think she ever thought they would actually take her
children. So she thought she was progressing quite well. She wasn’t drinking as much.
But then I went away, and she was drunk for seven days in a row. When I returned, that’s
how I found her. …. And I had to ask her, “What’s going on with DCF?” and she had no idea.
I got this phone call from DCF to say that the children are being removed because they’d
received more information about things that had been going on at the house, and when they
arrived to talk to Mary about it, she didn’t actually know where the children were. She said,
“Well, they’re at school,” but they weren’t. The children turned up at an auntie’s house and
they were removed.
And then I knew we had a two-week period, a two-week window of opportunity, where if you
do everything DCF asks and you’re a good parent, you may get your children back. And it’s a
terrible process, because that first two weeks everyone’s depressed and doesn’t want to
engage, so it’s “do this and you get your children back”, but actually you feel very bad, so you
can’t do anything. We could not get Mary motivated. It didn’t matter how often I went down
there and tried to pep talk her, it was bad.
Three days before the two week window was up, Mary finally got motivated. We went to the
AOD service and we went to Centrelink; we went to Larrakia Nation; we got the ID card
again. We went and did all this stuff, but it was all too little too late. We went into court
and they made a further order for her children to be taken into care for two years, but it was
adjourned for four weeks for Mary to seek legal advice, which she was supposed to do in the
two week window, but she didn’t. So we went NAAJA [legal service]. We did all of that.
Went here, went there, did all those things and then she didn’t go back to NAAJA. She didn’t
want to tell her story. She didn’t want to go through it. We got the affidavits from DCF. She
didn’t even read them. She let me read a few things to her.
So the children are removed now. Mary needed a chance, and we tried to work with her on
that. But it just didn’t work. But the focus is now back on the kids and school and keeping
them in contact with the extended family. They’re going to school every day. They are
happy and they look amazing.
We’ve kind of got to this point now with Mary and her family where my focus is around the
grandmother having access to the kids. So we’ve spent the last six weeks just reassuring and
building confidence in the foster care system, especially with the larger family. Next year
will be trying to get the grandmother to the school and engaged in school projects so that
she can help the kids with reading or volunteer at lunchtimes with the food.
* All names of FFSA participants have been changed.
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Appendix B
Working with the ‘B’ Family.
The following story of the B Family shows how work with one ‘family’ became work with children
from four different mothers. The story also demonstrates the role the FFSA workers have in Bagot
Community as a ‘safe space’ between families and outside services, and the difficulites of attempting
to meet the needs of family, cultural obligations, and schools. This story was told by two CA
workers, Kelli and Kali.
The B Family where all living in one house at Bagot Community. We worked with three adult
sisters and a sister-in-law, with ten children between them. There’s a lot of cross-caring.
Also, there is anywhere between ten and 30 people staying at the house any one time, and
that doesn’t always include children. So sometimes it’s just ten adults and then a bunch of
children. So there’s a lot of overcrowding issues.
Several reports went in to DCF about health hygiene issues with children, in conjunction with
school attendance issues, there was also issues with failure to thrive in some of the children,
and just poor health. There were some discussions with medical teams around malnutrition,
and then there was, on top of that, the overcrowding issue, and then lack of school
attendance. So it would have, in ordinary circumstances, been enough for at least some of
the children to have been removed.
The grandfather of the children reacted very poorly to having DCF investigating, even though
I think DCF definitely had grounds. So after a couple of very heated and non-productive
exchanges between DCF and the family, we became involved….. DCF weren’t getting any
information from the family, because when they went there, the family (and they’re not the
only family here), see DCF as a the enemy, and a very big threat to their culture, to their way
of life, to their family, to everything; and I think people can be complacent about the Stolen
Generation, because they think, “Oh well, that’s just a silly thing to say.” But it’s a genuine
fear.
So, we got a phone call from DCF to just ask if we were doing any work with the family and
how often we saw them, and we were really honest and we said “we see them, but see some
more than others”. They asked about capacity, and we had to go through and do each
individual family’s capacity, as a mother and her particular children.
There was an assumption that you could group each of the smaller family units together, and
say this applies to all of them. DCF went in and said, “You don’t send your kids to school,
they’re not thriving”. It was a real blanketed approach, and it upset them because one
mother was here with her very healthy son saying, “But he looks fine, and he doesn’t have
any health issues” and she was justified in saying that.
But in actual fact each of the four mothers was in very different situations, and so different
solutions to the issues they faced where needed. We went through all of this with DCF, and
once we were able to identify the issues and personalities of certain people, and to just say,
“Well actually this one will react really well to that, not so great to this.” And we just went
through with everybody, these are the kind of key issues that you need to raise, and you need
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to raise them individually because not every child had school attendance issues, and not
every child had failure to thrive issues.
So once we identified all of that with DCF, they went away, came back two weeks later, and
basically just said, “We’re not going to continue with the investigation, as long as you can
assure us that you’re going to stay involved.” And again, I was just really honest, and I said,
“My involvement with them is voluntary. If they want to be involved with us they can, and
they know that, but there are times when, particularly with that family, what we’re doing
and what they’re doing culturally don’t match.”
We might go a month without having much contact, like, we say hello and whatnot, but
they’re immersed in their own cultural stuff and we just don’t get into it. Sometimes it does
clash with the messages that we try to send; when they’re taking children out of school for a
month to go to ceremony. Although we support it, it’s really difficult to explain that to the
school. So at those times the family don’t engage with us.
DCF took all that on board and they shut the investigation down, and I’m sure that if
anymore notifications came up that they would be back again. However, the situation has
completely resolved. All the kids are attending school quite regularly, they’re not 100%
attenders, but very few Bagot kids are. That was quite a quick scenario. But also out of that
came a request from the families for cooking and nutrition classes, which we helped to
organise.
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Appendix C.
Working with Millie* and her Grandchildren
Child Australia became involved with Millie and her two grand-daughters because of school
attendance issues. This story provides an example of the issue of ‘school refusing’ and the
consequences for families and people attempting to support them. This story was recounted by
Kellie from Child Australia.
We’ve worked really intensively with Millie around her grand-daughters Sara (12 years), and
Jess (13 years), who haven’t been attending school very regularly. They attended sporadically
and Jess in particular, hasn’t been to school for more than two or three days in a row, and I
don’t think she’s attended term three or four at all.
It started off as normal ‘run of the mill’ support, about trying to get children to school, after
months of these children refusing; and how do you get a 13 year old to school if they don’t
want to go? There has been awful screaming matches and people crying out from the house,
and threatening to kick kids out.
They are so far behind with literacy; they can’t read anything, so they are too ashamed to go
to school. We’ve tried just about every different avenue you could think of to talk to them,
and we’ve had other people come in and talk to them; and DCF are now talking about things
like Don Dale [juvenile detention], and being removed. It’s just this terrible situation where
the kids are so afraid of going back to school they don’t care about the consequences, they
are so scared of the school system; and I don’t think Jess will change. At one point Jess was
just not claimed for [Centrelink family payments], for months. No one claimed for her
because no one wanted to get fined [via the Centrelink family payment system, for nonattendance at school].
We’ve gotten to this point where it’s just so negative now, and we’ve been trying to support
Millie because she just keeps getting fined, week after week, over the grandchildren, and our
support has gotten to a point where we provide food because she has no money because
she’s been paying her fines. We make sure there’s enough food, and that people aren’t going
to harm themselves, or harm each other, on the weekend.
So that has been a huge eye opener; that the truancy system works for kids that care about
consequences; it does not work for kids who don’t care about school. Some young people
don’t care that DCF says “We’re going to remove you and put you into another family, or
we’re going to put you at Don Dale.” They don’t care about that either, and so while that’s
all happening, Grandma just keeps getting fined. So she’s got hardly any money.
I think there have been some really positive changes in Sara, and I think that’s purely come
from seeing her grandmother at her wit’s end. Sara said to me one day, “Why do you keep
coming down here?” I answered, “To be honest, I’m scared your grandmother’s going to
hurt herself.” I said to her, “You know, if you’re old enough to make a decision that you
don’t need any more education, you’re old enough to understand the consequences of that.”
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She also got a pretty stern talking to from other family members as well, and she’s made
some better choices. But Jess, I don’t think she’ll go back to school, and that’s a huge issue
for us; we don’t know what else to do to her.

* names have been changed.
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